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Bhubaneswar(KCN):
Did the BJP’s National Executive
Meeting in Odisha
State Capital have
any impact on the
State Politics?
The political
pundits are making
calculations as soon
as the saffron party
winded up its twoday session of highest
policy making body
on April 16 evening.
While the BJP
leaders claim it to a
big success and had
its impact, BJD President and Odisha
Chief
Minister
Naveen Patnaik rejected it.
“The BJP Meet
had no impact on the
people of Odisha,”
Naveen
Patnaik
maintained.
A close study on
the BJP’s mega event,
however, revealed
that the Executive
Meet had some impact mostly due to
Prime
Minister
Narendra Modi’s
most successful Road
Show and nothing
else.
People in large
number were happy
because they saw a
Prime Minister of India walking on the
streets
of
Bhubaneswar and
shaking hands with
them freely.
They enjoyed his
warm company and
chanted
"Modi"
"Modi". People from
farflung areas including Mayurbhanj and
Malkangiri came
down to Capital City
to have a glimpse of
their popular leader.

So far Prime
Minister of India was
considered as an

Icon, which could be
seen only from the
stage during political
rallies,
through
widow screen of cars
and the people saw
helicopter carrying
Prime Minister over
their heads.
This is for the

Doctorate in Mechanical Engineering
Professor Ajay Kumar Sahoo, head of the dept.
of Mechanical Engg of Trident Academy of
Technology, Bhubaneswar has been awarded
PhD
degree
on
Mechanical Engg. From
Sambalpur University
under the guidance of
Dr. Bibhatibhusan Pani,
Asso. Professor, Mech.
Engg. Dept, VSSUT,
Burla and Dr. Payodhar
Padhi the leading
Scientist of High-Tech
Group of Institutions on
the title “Prediction of
Microstructure Evolution
and Mechanical Properties Relationship during
Solidification of Aluminium Alloys”. The thesis
of Sahoo has been examined and appreciated
by the two Professors, Dr. Himadri
Chattopadhyay, Dept. of Mech. Engg.,
Jadavpur University and Dr. Narendranath,
Dept of alech. Engg, NIT, Suratkal. Dr. Sahoo
is the eldest son of Sri Sidheswar Sahoo and
Smt. Seetarani Sahoo of village Paripada,
Dasarathpur, dist. Jajpur and son-in-law of Sri
Damodar Behera and late Draupadi Behera of
village Balipatna, Chandbali, Bhadrak district.
He owes his academic achievement to the
priceless encouragement and inspiration of Mr.
B. B. Panigrahi, Chief Mentor of Trident Group
of Institutions, Dr. R. N. Satpaty, Executive
Director of Trident Academy of Technology, two
guides, Parents, Soulmate Kanchan, daughters
Soumya & Sweta, all Trident Colleges, relatives
and well wishers.

first time, the people
came to know that
PM can also walk on

the streets.
Mr.Modi, during
his Road Show, broke
security cordon and
mingled with people.
Above all, Road
show by politicians is
a new concept. It was
Congress President
Sonia Gandhi who

had started the Road
Show for the first
time in Uttar Pradesh
in her Lok Sabha segment.
As she could not
hold more public
meeting, Road Show
was the only means to
reach out to the
people.
Mr.Modi, as a
highly intelligent
politician, had been
going out with Road
Shows.
He held a similar
Shows in Varanasi
during the UP Assembly elections and
reaped hugh success.
Bhubaneswar
Road Show turned
out to be most successful and proved
that Mr.Modi is the
most popular Prime
Minister.
Chief Minister
Naveen Patnaik had
also conducted a
Road Show in his Assembly constituency
of Hinjili during the
recently concluded
panchayat elections.
While most of the
politicians undertake
Road Shows in their
own constituencies,
Mr.Modi on experimental basis prefer
the Road Shows in
other places.
When nobody in
the State Capital of
Odisha talking about
the BJP’s National
Executive Meet, everyone
praises
Mr.Modi and recall
his lively Road Show.
In a nutshell, it
could be said that the
BJP’s NEM had no
other impact than
Mr.Modi’s Road
Show.

State government focus on clean
AMRUT implementation
BHUBANESWAR(KCN): As the Union
Urban Development
Ministry is set to celebrate the second anniversary of Atal Mission for Rejuvenation
and Urban Transformation (AMRUT) on
June 25, the State
Government
has
emphasised to integrate Swachh Bharat
Mission (SBM) and
Faecal Sludge and
Septage Management
(FSSM).
According a review of FSSM in nine
towns where the
AMRUT is implemented, it was found
that the current
septage treatment
plants may not be able
to handle undigested
faecal sludge as the
plants are designed to
receive septage only.
Most of the septic
tanks are unable to do
primary digestion due

to poor design of containment unit at
households.
An official, who
was present during the
review, said the technical support unit
(TSU) has been asked
to consult with design
engineers of Odisha
Water Supply and
Sewerage
Board
(OWSSB) and come
up with fresh design.
Meanwhile, the
Housing and Urban
Development Department has taken steps
for tracking of cesspool vehicles with
GPS device.
The
AMRUT
scheme is being
implemented
in
Rourkela,
Puri,
Sambalpur, Balasore,
Baripada and Bhadrak
towns besides three
municipality corporations of Bhubaneswar,
Cuttack
and
Berhampur.
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BJD tries to reinvigorate
grassroots connect in Odisha
BHUBANESWAR(KCN): With the twoday national executive committee meeting of BJP successfully creating a hype
over the growing profile of the party in
Odisha, the ruling
BJD is trying to reinvigorate its grassroots
connect using the
Biju Patnaik card.
The decision to
observe the 20th
death anniversary of
the legendary leader
in a grand manner on
Monday by holding
the Jiban Bindu
programmes
for
blood donation at the
State, district and
block levels is a clear
indication of the ruling dispensation
making efforts to
revitalise its cadre.
While death anniversary of Biju
Patnaik is observed
by the party every
year, this time, ministers and MLAs will
be present in the
functions at the district and block levels
while Chief Minister

Naveen Patnaik will
attend a spate of
events at the capital

poverty line (BPL)
and 17 percent do not
have drinking water

city here as well as at
Puri. Taking the opportunity of the day,
the ruling party has
decided to counter
the charges of BJP
during the national
executive meeting
about the poverty figures in Odisha and
the number of families not having drinking water facilities
and electricity connection in their
houses.
The figures released by BJP
spokespersons that 46
percent of people of
Odisha are below

facility are not correct, BJD spokesperson Pratap Deb told
the New Indian Express. "Odisha is way
ahead of BJP rules
states Chhattisgarh
and Jharkhand in
these parameters,"
Deb said describing
the statistics released
by the saffron party as
misleading.
Besides, BJD has
decided to revive its
stand of central neglect in a forceful
manner. Several
statewide programmes are also being
lined up to be held in

the coming days following the two day
national executive of
the BJP.
The BJD has hit
the streets over reduction of kerosene
quota by organising
protest rallies for
three days at Bhubaneswar, Berhampur
and
Sambalpur.
Sources said other issues including unilateral construction of
Polavaram
dam
project by Andhra
Pradesh
and
Mahanadi river water
dispute
with
Chhattisgarh will be
raised subsequently.
The CM has already given an indication
to
his
partymen about future course of action
by raising the demand for special category state status for
Odisha
and
Mahanadi river water
dispute
with
Chhattisgarh at the
Inter-State Council
(ISC) standing committee meeting at
New Delhi on April 9.

BJP Shows OBC Card
Bhubaneswar(KCN):
Bharatiya Janata
Party (BJP) today
blasted opposition
parties, including the
Congress, for stalling
a "historic" bill granting constitutional status to the OBC Commission and asserted
that the NDA Government is firm on its
resolve to ensure justice to the people of
Backward Castes.
Seeking to consolidate its support
among the Other
Backward Caste
(OBC), it passed a
separate resolution at
its National Executive
Committee
(NEC)meeting appreciating Prime
Minister Narendra
Modi, who comes
from an OBC caste,
for the legislation and
condemning rivals
for blocking it in the
Rajya Sabha, said
Union HRD Minister,
Prakash Javadekar,
while briefing Media
on NEC Resolutions.
The OBCs, constituting over 52 per
cent of population,
are vital to BJP's fortunes and a large
chunk of them had
remained indifferent
to it before its concerted bid to woo

them bore fruits under Mr.Modi in the
2014 Lok Sabha polls
and then in the recent
Uttar Pradesh Legislative Assembly elections.
"It is a must to
grant the OBC Commission constitu-

told Media Men.
The
present
Commission is "powerless" and cannot do
justice to the OBCs,
he said, adding that
the Union Government is firm on the
bill's passage. It will
give the commission

tional status. It will
give them justice and
help create an equal
society. The Congress
and other parties have
proved that they may
preach social justice
but practise only vote
bank politics. The
Congress did not do
justice to them when
it was in power and
continues to do so
now," Mr.Javadekar

powers similar to the
SCs and the STs
Commissions.
He said the OBC
MPs belonging to all
parties, including the
Congress and the
Samajwadi Party, had
met Mr.Modi recently to press for
such a bill but opposition parties stalled it
when it was brought.
The Lok Sabha,

where the BJP enjoys
a big majority, passed
the constitutional
amendment bill during the recent Budget
Session but the Rajya
Sabha, where it is
short of a simple majority, stalled it and
sent to a parliamentary committee for
review and recommendations.
Hitting out the
opposition Congress,
the resolution said
opposing a decision
aimed at improving
the living conditions
of backward people
cannot be termed
right and the people
sidelined for long
should now get their
due in the society.
It is yet another
pro-poor move by the
Modi Government,
the Minister said,
adding that various
bodies, including the
Mandal commission,
had made such a suggestion.
The resolution
moved by Hukumdev
Narayan Yadav and
seconded by the
party's senior OBC
leaders, including
Madhya Pradesh and
Jharkhand Chief
Ministers Shivraj
Singh Chouhan and
Raghubar Das.
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‘We are not promoting sex’ KOEL ORIYA ACDo you think the film
industry is welcom-

ing to newcomers
like you?
It’s really difficult to get into
Bollywood – it’s a
matter of time and the
luck factor counts

too. It’s tough; and it
was tough for me. It

has been a very long
and difficult struggle
for me, I have enjoyed my journey
though because it was
not like I was just
struggling and doing

nothing ... I have
taken a little long to
do the kind of film I
really wanted and desired. But it has finally happened and I
am here.
Wajah Tum Ho
can be termed as your
proper debut film.
What are your expectations from it?
My expectations
are very high because
this film has given me
everything that I have
ever dreamt of. I feel
amazing as I have experienced everything
I wanted in this film being a solo lead, performing to the best
songs, playing a very
strong character.

TRESS BIOGRAPHY
Many bengali girls
tried their luck in
Oriya film industry,
but some of them are
successful. Actress
Koel is one of them.
Now she is also married to odia actor
Bobby Mishra. They
have acted together in
‘Tate Bhala Pauchi
Boli’, directed by
Prashant Kumar. After marriage, Koel is
acting in Hara
Pattnaik’s upcoming
venture “Om Sai
Ram”
opposite
Budhaditya.

Taapsee calls Judwaa 2 a challenge,
wants to meet original star Salman
She wants to look her
glamorous best in the
film and says that she
has not yet met the
stars of the original
'Judwaa.'
Taapsee Pannu
has said that her role
is neither based on

the most that I am expecting out of the
film. I have experimented a lot with my
acting bit, so I want
to get into the commercial
heroine
space," she says.
"It (commercial

tress says it is not
easy to make people
laugh.
"Comedy is a difficult
genre, it is not easy to
make people laugh. I
am keeping myself
prepared to have fun.
But as it's a new genre

Karisma's
or
Rambha's characters
from the original film
starring
Salman
Khan.
Taapsee Pannu
has said that her role
is neither based on
Karisma's
or
Rambha's characters
from the original film
starring
Salman
Khan.
Mumbai: Actress Taapsee Pannu
wants to explore the
commercial film
space with 'Judwaa 2'
and says she wants to
look her glamorous
best in the sequel.
Known for her
hard-hitting performances in films like
'Baby' and 'Pink',
Taapsee set off on her
Bollywood journey
with David Dhawan's
'Chashme Baddoor'
in 2013.
Four years later,
she is now set to collaborate with him
again for 'Judwaa 2'.
"I will work on
my part by making
sure I look my glamorous best in the film.
The change of look is

films) may be cliched
for everyone, but not
for me as I haven't
done that. 'Judwaa 2'
is a new zone for me
and this is also a challenge for me,"
Taapsee told PTI.
In the movie,
Varun Dhawan would
be stepping into the
shoes of Salman
Khan. Varun met the
superstar a couple of
times to understand
the nitty gritties of
both the characters Prem and Raja - from
the 1997 hit comedy
film. Taapsee says
she has never met
Salman in person and
would like to meet
him and other stars of
'Judwa'. "I have been
a huge fan of
Karisma, she is a live
wire on screen. I
would love to meet
her, Rambha and
Salman. I haven't met
Salman before. I am
not that social, I don't
go for outings and so
I have not met many
actors," she says.
'Judwaa 2' will be
her first attempt at
comedy and the ac-

for me to explore I am
not going to be over
smart in saying that I
will be only relaxing," she says.
"Comedy as a
genre is difficult and
people do not realise
its potential. It is the
most underrated
genre. We get critical
acclaim for films like
'Pink',
'Naam
Shabana'. But critical
acclaim does not give
you money," she says.
The actress is
open to doing slapstick comedies. "I
don't enjoy watching
sex comedies be it in
Bollywood or Hollywood, so no point in
doing it if I don't enjoy it. I don't mind
doing slapstick comedies," she says.
Taapsee is now
looking forward to
the release of 'Naam
Shabana' a spin-off
from the 2015 hit film
'Baby'.
Produced by
Neeraj Pandey and
directed by Shivam
Nair, the action spy
thriller is set to release on March 31.

Medha Ghosh

Another Ollywood actress Riya, who is also ruling the silver screen
with her fascinating acting and appealing physique, is not behind to
other actors when it comes to remuneration. Ollywood industry sources
said Riya is getting above Rs 8 lakh for an Odia movie.
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Chennai's Integral Coach Factory
eyes Metro train market in India
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CHENNAI(KCN):

here is eyeing the

opment Ministry and

The country's leading
railway coach manufacturers Integral
Coach Factory (ICF)

growing Metro train
market in India and is
in touch with the
Union Urban Devel-

States.
ICF
General
Manager S Mani said
the coach manufac-

turer was currently
making coaches for
the Kolkata Metro
and that they wanted
to cater to others also
after that. "We have
an order for 24 trains
for Kolkata Metro
and want to deliver
the first set by March
2019. We want to
show that we have
done it and want to
strongly get into the
Metro train market.
We are in touch with
the Urban Development Ministry and
states," he said.
Many Indian
states including Uttar
Pradesh are mulling

new Metro train
routes even as people
from Tier II cities like
Coimbatore in Tamil
Nadu have been seeking Metro service.
Addressing a
press meet organised
to highlight ICF's
performance for the
year 2016-17, Mani,
however, did not
quantify the size of
the domestic Metro
train market.
LC
Trivedi,
Chief Mechanical
Engineer, ICF, said
while the cost of a
single metro coach
globally was about
Rs 10-11 crore, ICF

was trying to cut it by
40 per cent. The focus was on making
the coaches indigenous by using locally-procured material for manufacture,
he said.
Mani said ICF
was also focusing on
high-speed trains,
called Train 18 which
could clock 160 kph,
and is likely to be
rolled out next
March. Further, ICF
had export orders for
Sri Lanka for 13
trains and the first
train was expected to
be handed over by the
end of this financial

Wall Street down after weak jobs, Fed comments on banks balance sheet, Syria airstrikes
NEW YORK: Wall
Street's three major
indexes edged lower
on Friday in a choppy
session as investors
grappled with a
weaker-than-expected job report, the
U.S. airstrike in Syria
and a top Federal Reserve official's comments on trimming
the U.S. central
bank's balance sheet.
Investors were
trying to work out
how the developments would affect
U.S.
President
Donald Trump's ability to proceed with
his pro-business
agenda.

The market rallied sharply after
Trump's Nov. 8 election on his promises
for tax cuts, spending
and lighter regulation, but investors increasingly have been
questioning whether
the proposals would
ever materialise.
"You had so
many
confusing
things happening today. The employment
number was certainly
surprising. The U.S.
airstrike was surprising. People were trying to figure out what
that meant," said Rick
Meckler, president of
investment
firm

LibertyView Capital
Management in Jersey City, New Jersey.
The Dow Jones
Industrial Average
was down 6.85
points, or 0.03 percent, at 20,656.1, the
S&P 500 lost 1.95
points, or 0.08 percent, to 2,355.54 and
the Nasdaq Composite dropped 1.14
points, or 0.02 percent, to 5,877.81.
All three indexes
ended slightly lower
for the week. Six of
the S&P's 11 major
sectors ended down
on the day.
U.S. employers
added about 98,000

jobs in March, the
fewest since last May
and well below
economists' expectation of 180,000, as
bad weather hit construction hiring.
However,
wage
growth edged up and
unemployment fell.
New York Fed
President William
Dudley on Friday
shed more light on
the U.S. central
bank's developing
plan for when to stop
replacing bonds that
expire in its portfolio,
how to execute it, and
how far it would ultimately shrink its balance sheet.

U.S. Treasury
yields rose after
Dudley's remarks,
which helped push
equities lower, according to Paul
Zemsky, chief investment officer, MultiAsset Strategies and
Solutions, at Voya Investment Management in New York.
LibertyView's
Meckler
said
Dudley's remarks
were not earth-shattering but "small
statements are having
a magnified affect
because investors are
worried."
The
United
States, in a pre-dawn

strike, fired missiles
at an airfield from
which it said a deadly
poison gas attack was
launched this week.
In the coming
days it "will be interesting to watch to see
if (Syria) does grab
more attention from
the White House and
delay some of these
other issues and programs they are trying
to get passed through
here," said Sean
Lynch, co-head of
global equity strategy
at Wells Fargo Investment Institute in
Omaha, Nebraska
said.

Softbank-backed Ola ramps up
electric vehicles push in India
NEW DELHI(KCN): Indian ridehailing firm Ola,
backed by Japan's
Softbank Group, is
preparing for a largescale rollout of electric vehicles by next
year even as it runs
trials on the viability
of the business
model, Chief Executive
Bhavish
Aggarwal said.
Ola will pilot a
few thousand electric
vehicles in several Indian cities this year
and, "after that we
will be scaling it up
in a major way,"
Aggarwal said in an
interview on Friday.
The company
will also invest in setting up charging stations in the pilot cities, he said, without
saying how much Ola
would invest in its

electrification drive.
Ola's push comes

6 million electric vehicles on the road by

as sales of electric vehicles in India have
remained slow, despite government incentives to curb pollution.
In the year ended
March 2016, 22,000
electric vehicles were
sold in India, whereas
sales of conventionally fuelled vehicles
crossed 20 million
units in the same period.
India is targeting

2020, but high battery
costs, a lack of charging stations and the
limited range of the
vehicles is still a deterrent.
Aggarwal, however, has the backing
of one of Ola's biggest investors Softbank.
In December,
Softbank
Group
chairman Masayoshi
Son said Ola may introduce one million

electric vehicles in
India over the next
five years, according
to local media reports.
"We're able to leverage
their
(Softbank's) network
and scale of operations around the
world," Aggarwal
said, adding that Ola
was also talking to
automakers globally
about strategic tieups.
In India's $12 billion taxi market
where Ola vies with
ride-hailing giant
Uber, the push into
electric vehicles is
also a way for the Indian start-up to lower
the cost of car ownership, once battery
costs start to come
down.
The company is
expected to be prof-

itable in 18-24
months, Aggarwal
said.
LEAP OF FAITH
In the next few
weeks the first wave
of electric vehicles
under Ola's pilot
scheme, including
two-wheelers, rickshaws and cars, will
roll out in the southern state of Telangana
and Nagpur city in
central India.
The main challenge for Ola is the
lack of charging stations and the limited
range of vehicles
given taxis travel
about 150-200 km
daily.
Aggarwal said
for the pilot Ola was
using modified versions of existing
models, but its goal
remained to operate a
vehicle for an entire

day without a recharge and it is working with automakers
to co-design such vehicles.
For the pilot,
where infrastructure
is inadequate Ola will
invest in setting up
charging stations but
for the longer term it
is talking to power
and fuel companies to
form partnerships.
Charging stations
would include a battery swapping facility
for some vehicles and
quick recharges for
others, Aggarwal
said.
"We're taking a
leap of faith ... The
economics are still
not there so we're taking a bit of a risk,"
said Aggarwal, alluding to Ola's investment in the pilot.

year, he said, adding,
more orders were expected from the island nation as well as
from Bangladesh.
Detailing ICF's
performance for the
year 2016-17, he said
the
annual
'outturn',i.e. number
of coaches manufactured, had increased
to 2,277 from 2,005
the previous year,
registering a 14 per
cent growth.
The
target was 2,400
coaches in the comFrom Page - 1
spending
was
Rs.2413 Crore, it
went up to Rs.5740
Crore in May and in
June Rs.9271 Crore.
In July spending
was Rs.7434 Crore,

while in August it
went down to
Rs.5544 Core due to
rains and later in September spending recorded hike to
Rs.6308 Crore, said
sources.
It went slightly
down to Rs.6118
Crore in October,
however the impact
of Demonetization in

ing years, he said.
The city-based
plant was switching
over to making modern LHB German design coaches, replacing the conventional
"ICF Coaches", especially after the recent
Kanpur train accident, he said.
Trivedi
said
nearly Rs 1,000 crore
of capital infusion has
been made into ICF
in the past three years
on modernisation,
which had helped increase output.
November resulted a
nosedive in spending
to Rs.5966 Crore.
Scarping of old
high value notes of
Rs.1000 and Rs.500
resulted slump in
spending. For days
together the State
Government faced
tough time to handle
such a crisis, when
availability of new
currency note posed a
serious problem.
However
it
picked up in December and spending was
Rs.9239 Crore. And
during last January,
February and March
spending was over
Rs.26,000 Crore said
sources.
In these three
months were higher
spending was registered as the infrastructure development departments
were taking up
projects on a time
bound manner, said
sources.

RBI projects inflation
to rise to 5 percent
MUMBAI(KCN):
The Reserve Bank
today projected retail
inflation to increase
to 5 per cent in the
second half of the
current fiscal citing
risks of El Nino impacting the monsoon
and one-off effects of
the Goods and Services Tax.
"For 2017-18, inflation is projected to
average 4.5 per cent
in the first half of the
year and 5 per cent in
the second half," said
the RBI's first bimonthly monetary
policy statement for
2017-18. Risks are
evenly balanced
around the inflation
trajectory at the current juncture and
there are upside risks
to the baseline projection, it said.
A proactive sup-

ply management will
play a critical role in
staving off pressures
on headline inflation,
it added. RBI further
said that a prominent
risk could emanate
from managing the
implementation of
the allowances recommended by the 7th
Central Pay Commission (CPC).
Also, upside risk
arises from the oneoff effects of the GST,
said the policy statement. The new indirect tax regime is
likely to be implemented from July 1.
On the downside,
RBI said international crude prices
have been easing recently and their passthrough to domestic
prices of petroleum
products should alleviate pressure on
headline inflation.
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IPL 2017 Live Score, SRH vs KXIP:
Sunrisers Hyderabad hurt by Axar Patel’s
quick double against Kings XI Punjab
Both,
Sunrisers
Hyderabad and Kings
XI Punjab are coming
off of defeats against
Kolkata Knight Riders and Delhi Daredevils respectively.
Both need to get back
to winning ways to
keep fighting with the
rest of the pack. A win
tonight will help the

winner enter top
three. The hosts
would want their
batsmen to convert
the start into big score
while KXIP would
want their bowlers to
strike at right time to
steer them to their
third victory. Catch
live cricket scores
and updates from
Sunrisers Hyderabad
vs Kings XI Punjab
here. (Results | Fixtures | Points Table)
IPL 2017, Live
Scores and Updates
from SRH vs KKR:
2051 hrs IST:
FOUR!
FOUR!
Mohit looses his footing while going for
Ojha’s catch and it
goes away to the
boundary as a result.
Warner adds another
boundary to Cariappa
towards the long leg
rope. SRH need more
of this to get themselves out of jail
2047 hrs IST:
Hattrick
ball!
Pitched, turned and
beaten the outside
edge of Naman Ojha.
This won’t be easy
for SRH going forward
2046 hrs IST:
GONE! First ball
duck for Yuvraj. This
one maintains its line
and gets the outside
edge off Yuvraj’s bat.
Looked to be playing

for the spin but it
didn’t do much. Saha
holds on.
2044 hrs IST:
GONE! First ball after the time out and
the entire strategy
would have come for
nought for SRH.
Moises Henriques
comes down the track
but the flight and the

gripping nature of the
delivery has the SRH
batsman playing and
misses. Simple task
of stumping for Saha.
2041 hrs IST:
SIX! And SRH bring
up the fifty with a
massive hit – the first
of the match. Warner
once again trying to
get the inning going.
Reverse swept for a
six off KC Cariappa.
Lifts it over the third
man boundary. Strategic time out too. 50/
1 after 9 overs
2036 hrs IST:
Expect this match to
be decided by thinnest of margins and
not a run fest.
2031 hrs IST:
FOUR! Warner with
a reverse sweep and
has the focus and
control to keep the
ball down and send it
running towards the
boundary
2029 hrs IST:
Slow surface so far.
Thus putting the onus
on the batsmen to
generate the power
and get boundaries.
So far just one boundary. At the end of the
Powerplay, SRH are
28/1
2024 hrs IST:
GONE!! Banged
short by Mohit
Sharma, Shikhar goes
to pull and ends up
gloving behind to

Saha. Falls for 15
from 15 balls. Climbs
slowly on Shikhar
who stayed in his
crease this time but
the hook shot doesn’t
get anything but the
gloves
2022 hrs IST:
Mohit Sharma replaces
Sandeep
Sharma.

2018 hrs IST: 3
runs from Ishant’s
second and another
economical over for
India’s speedster.
Good start for KXIP
to have SRH on 21/0
after 4 overs
2012 hrs IST:
FOUR! First boundary of the match.
Short of length by
Sandeep Sharma and
Shikhar Dhawan
latches on to it to send
it for a boundary with
a pull shot
2005 hrs IST:
Ishant Sharma with
the second over.
Bowling against his
former side. And he
goes for six runs
2000 hrs IST:
Shikhar Dhawan and
David Warner come
on to open for SRH.
Sandeep Sharma
opens the bowling.
First over goes for 3
runs.
1955 hrs IST:
Debut for Nabi.
Nehra and Bipul are
out with Sran and
Kaul the replacements. For KXIP,
Aaron is out with
Ishant coming in
Follow
Harsha Bhogle ?
@bhogleharsha
What a wonderful day, not just for
Afghanistan cricket
but for the #IPL too
to have two players

from there in one
team.
8:03 PM - 17
Apr 2017
92 92 Retweets
432 432 likes
1950 hrs IST:
Head-to-head record
Follow
Freddie Wilde ?
@fwildecricket
SRH lead the

H2H with KXIP 6-2
and have won the last
four matches between
the two teams. SRH
lead the Rajiv Gandhi
H2H with KXIP 3-1.
#IPL
7:54 PM - 17
Apr 2017
3 3 Retweets 3
3 likes
1940 hrs IST:
TEAMS:
Sunrisers
Hyderabad: David
Warner, Shikhar
Dhawan, Moises
Henriques, Yuvraj
Singh,
Deepak
Hooda, Mohammad
Nabi, Naman Ojha,
Bhuvneshwar
Kumar, Rashid Khan,
Barinder
Sran,
Siddarth Kaul
Kings
XI

Punjab:
Manan
Vohra, Hashim Amla,
Glenn Maxwell,
David Miller, Eeoin
Morgan, Wriddhiman
Saha, Axar Patel,
Mohit
Sharma,
Sandeep Sharma,
Ishant Sharma, KC
Cariappa
1932 hrs IST:

TOSS: Kings XI
Punjab have won the
toss and they’ve
opted to field first.
1925 hrs IST:
Hello and welcome to
our live coverage of
the second game on
the day. The earlier
contest saw Delhi
Daredevils take on
Kolkata Knight Riders at the Feroz Shah
Kotla Stadium. This
one takes us down
south with SRH hosting KXIP. David
Warner vs Glenn
Maxwell.
For all the latest
Sports News, download Indian Express
App now.
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IPL 2017, DD vs KKR:
Delhi need to get their
batting order right
With two wins out of
the three matches
they have played so
far, Delhi Daredevils
have looked in a

There has been no
stopping the hard-hitting Pant and Billings
is quietly doing a fine
job at top of the order.

come in no later than
no.3. On a day when
either Samson or
Billings fail, it’s important to have some-

much better place
than where they were
last year. The Zaheer
Khan-led unit was hit
by two big injuries, in
the batting department, before the season got underway but
the youngsters have
stepped up and delivered for the team.
Quinton de Kock and
JP Duminy were two
huge blows but the
likes of Sanju
Samson, Sam Billings and Rishabh
Pant have certainly
delivered the goods.
A quick look at
Delhi’s squad won’t
give you many big
batting names to lose
sleep over but there
are plenty of matchwinners, who have
been consistent scorers in the domestic
set-up, in the ranks.
(Results | Fixtures |
Points
Table)
Samson, who had a
forgettable domestic
run, has looked a different player and announced himself on
the stage with a hundred in as early as the
ninth game of the Indian Premier League.

Even after so much
talent, Delhi are not
being able to get the
kind of scores, and
impact, they should
with the bat. The batting order remains a
concern for them.
With so much promise around, it’s important to give the right
player right number
of deliveries to face.
Aditya Tare was
experimented with
Billings at top for first
two games but the
former’s exclusion
after twin failures led
to promotion for
Samson, and the
right-hander made
most of the opportunity. While Billings
and Samson at top
makes a lot of sense,
it’s the batsmen to
follow who need the
right spots to bat. After another failure for
Karun Nair, the struggling 21 off 27
against KKR, it’s
matter of time before
he makes way for an
all-rounder. Someone
like Shreyas Iyer,
who is back after recovering
from
chicken pox, needs to

one who can make
most of the fielding
restrictions and bat
long.
There is no reason why the Delhi
think-tank should demote Pant in the order. A batsman like
him can change the
complexion of the
game if he gets
enough deliveries to
do so. He showed that
in the game against
KKR with a 16-ball
38. In the same game,
Angelo Mathews
coming ahead of
Chris Morris made
very little sense. It
wasn’t a wise call to
keep someone like
Morris, who is hitting
the ball as well as you
would like this season, to keep waiting
for the chance to bat.
Still early days in
the competition,
Delhi should look to
sort their top-order
act and keep rotating
the lower-order according to situation.
It makes very little
sense to not give
enough deliveries to
batsmen like Pant and
Morris.

Balance key to outfoxing Atletico Madrid:
Leicester City manager Shakespeare
LEICESTER: Leicester City must
strike the right balance both emotionally and tactically if
they are to conquer
battle-hardened
Atletico Madrid in
their Champions
League quarter-final,
manager
Craig
Shakespeare said on
Monday.
Leicester approach Tuesday's return leg trailing 1-0
after
Antoine
Griezmann's disputed

penalty in Madrid last
week gave Atletico a
slender advantage.
The King Power
Stadium is likely to
be rocking as Leicester go in search of another fairytale, but
Shakespeare said it
will be important for
his players to keep
their cool.
"As players, you
have to get the right
balance, but I think
I've got that within
the squad," he told reporters during his

pre-match press conference.
"I don't have a
real problem with
that. You have to have
that fire in your belly,
but you also have to
have cool, smart
heads at times.
"We've proved
over the last 18
months that we're
more than capable of
that."
Shakespeare revealed that captain
Wes Morgan will undergo a late fitness

test on the morning of
the game.
The centre-back
has
missed
Leicester's last six
matches due to a
nerve problem in his
back but has taken
part in the squad's last
three training sessions.
Shakespeare is
already without his
other first-choice
centre-back, Robert
Huth, due to suspension.
Yohan
Ben-

alouane, who has
been deputising for
Morgan, came off due
to cramp during
Saturday's 2-2 draw
at Crystal Palace, but
Shakespeare said he
had trained without
any problems on
Monday. Leicester
overcame a one-goal
deficit to defeat
Sevilla in the previous round, although
on that occasion they
went into the home
leg with an away goal
under their belts.
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